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Autonomous Load Sharing of
Voltage Source Converters
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Abstract—An autonomous load-sharing technique for parallel
connected three-phase voltage source converters is presented.
An improved power-frequency droop scheme computes and sets
the phase angle of the voltage source converter (VSC) directly to
yield more rapid real power sharing without sacrificing frequency
regulation. Reactive power sharing in the presence of a mismatch
between the VSC output interface inductors is achieved by having
each VSC regulate the high side voltage with a drooped voltage
reference. Dynamics of the reactive power control can be tuned
without interfering with steady-state reactive power sharing.
Simulation results that validate the proposed technique are also
provided.

Index Terms—Load sharing, parallel operation, voltage source
converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Adistributed power system is an electric power distribution
network in which power generation and storage resources

are widely distributed throughout the network. Typical modern
distributed generators do not generate 60-Hz ac voltages and
therefore require voltage source converters (VSCs) as part of
the circuitry to interface them with the power network. When
several such generators are installed on the same network, the
VSCs operate in parallel to supply the common loads.

To realize a distributed network with high reliability, the
parallel-connected VSCs must share a common load in the
absence of the utility supply without exchanging control infor-
mation among themselves. The real and reactive power controls
must operate independently of each other and share a common
real and reactive load in proportion to a pre-determined ratio,
regardless of plant parameters [1]. Two important classes of
autonomous load-sharing techniques that have been proposed
to date are the frequency/voltage droop technique, and the
signal injection technique.

Though the conventional frequency/voltage droop technique
shares a common active load, its reactive power control scheme
is plant parameter dependent and does not share reactive power
unless the VSCs have perfectly matched output inductors [2].
The signal injection technique proposed by Tuladhar et al. over-
comes this limitation by having each VSC inject a non-60-Hz
signal and use it as a means of sharing a common load with
other VSCs on the network [3]. However, the circuitry required
to measure the small real power output variations due to the in-
jected signal adds to the complexity of the control.
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This paper applies the insights gained from a detailed study of
conventional droop techniques to propose a new reactive power
sharing scheme. The new scheme ensures that VSCs on a dis-
tributed power network share a common reactive load regardless
of their interface reactance. Additionally, the paper presents an
improved real power sharing scheme, which allows the oper-
ator to tune its speed of response without sacrificing frequency
regulation. Guidelines for tuning the proposed real and reactive
power controllers and their stable operating range are also given.

Section II of the paper reviews the system structure while Sec-
tion III presents a block diagram analysis of VSCs with con-
ventional droop load-sharing control. Section IV proposes an
improved version of the frequency droop real power sharing
control. The information obtained from the analysis of Sec-
tion III is employed in Section V to synthesize a novel reactive
power sharing scheme. Time domain circuit simulation results
are presented and discussed in Section VI. Section VII presents
a small-signal stability analysis of the proposed control system.

II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

This section describes the network configuration in which the
VSCs operate. The VSCs in Fig. 1 can be considered a subset
of the distributed power network. They are modeled as voltage
sources and are connected to the load bus via interface induc-
tors and and relatively short distribution lines with line
impedances and .

The interface inductors make the VSCs less sensitive to dis-
turbances on the load bus [4]. The transfer impedance between
each VSC and the load bus is made up of the line impedance
and the reactance of the interface inductor. The interface induc-
tors on a distributed power network usually have significantly
different reactances.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE CONVENTIONAL FREQUENCY/VOLTAGE

DROOP TECHNIQUE

A VSC equipped with the conventional frequency droop
scheme autonomously shares a common active load with other
VSCs on the network by drooping the frequency of its output
voltage as a function of its real power output [2]. It also at-
tempts to share the reactive load by drooping its output voltage
magnitude against its reactive power output. These concepts
are taken directly from load-sharing control of conventional
synchronous generators [5].

A. Real Power Control

Two VSCs connected to a common load bus are shown in
Fig. 1. To share the common active load, the real power sharing
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Fig. 1. Two VSCs and a common load.

Fig. 2. Large-signal representation of the real power control with conventional
frequency droop mechanism.

controllers droop the angular frequencies, and , against
the real power outputs, and , according to the following
control laws:

(1)

(2)

where and are the angular frequency references and
and are the frequency droop coefficients.

Analysis begins by studying the operation of VSC 1 deliv-
ering power to the common load bus. For the sake of simplicity,
the load voltage magnitude is assumed to be fixed. This assump-
tion is valid since the effect of slight load voltage variation on
the real power flow is negligible. Moreover, the magnitude of
line impedance is assumed to be much smaller than
the magnitude of the interface impedance .

The control law given by (1) sets the angular frequency
of the VSC output voltage as a function of the real power .
The plant, which consists of the VSC and load bus, integrates
the difference between the angular frequencies of the VSC and
the load bus over time as per (3). This results in the
voltage phase angle difference across the interface
inductor . The relation between the real power output, , of
VSC 1 and its phase angle, , is given by (4) as

(3)

(4)

where
magnitude of the VSC output voltage;
magnitude of the infinite bus voltage;
interface reactance.

The block diagram of Fig. 2 represents a large-signal model
of the real power control and it may be synthesized from (1),
(3), and (4). In the diagram, the angular frequency serves
as a control input to the nonlinear plant, which also receives the
load bus angular frequency as an input, and generates
the output real power . When the system reaches a stable
operating point, the input to the integrator is zero and thus the
phase angle difference and the real power re-

Fig. 3. Small-signal representation of the real power control with conventional
frequency droop mechanism.

main constant. This condition is achieved only if the angular
frequencies and are equal. Therefore, the real power

is

(5)

It can be noted that is a linear function of , which
may be considered a local reference signal, and , a remote
reference signal. The steady-state gain is the reciprocal of ,
which is a control parameter. Network parameters, such as the
interface reactance, do not influence steady-state power flow.

Raising the local frequency reference by applying a positive
change to in (5) results in increased power output. Con-
versely, the power output can also be raised by lowering the
remote frequency reference . This is the mechanism by
which VSC 2 may remotely adjust the output power of VSC
1 in the two VSC system of Fig. 1.

In order to study the dynamics of the system using classical
control system analysis tools, a small-signal model is synthe-
sized by linearizing (1), (3), and (4) at an operating point ,

, , , and to yield

(6)

(7)

(8)

where

(9)

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram representing the small-signal
model. Deriving the closed-loop transfer functions relating the
output to inputs , and , yields an expression
for , as follows:

(10)
It follows from (10) that the eigenvalue of the linearized

closed-loop system is

(11)
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Fig. 4. Large-signal representation of the reactive power control with
conventional voltage droop mechanism.

Equation (11) shows that the eigenvalue of the closed-loop
system depends on network parameters, the linearization point
and on control parameter . Thus, is the only available
control parameter and it influences both the closed-loop eigen-
value and the steady-state frequency regulation. This makes it
impossible to achieve the desired dynamics without compro-
mising frequency regulation. The improved frequency droop
scheme presented in Section IV addresses this limitation.

B. The Reactive Power Control

As an attempt to share reactive power, the output voltage mag-
nitudes, and , of the two VSCs in Fig. 1 are drooped as
functions of the respective reactive power outputs, and ,
according to the following control laws:

(12)

(13)

where and are the voltage magnitude references and
and are the voltage droop coefficients [2].

To understand the reactive power control, the operation of
VSC 1, which is delivering reactive power to the common load
bus, is analyzed in detail. The load voltage angle is assumed to
be fixed. This assumption is valid since the effect of slight angle
variation on the reactive power flow is negligible. Moreover, the
magnitude of line impedance is assumed to be much
smaller than the magnitude of the interface impedance .

The control law, given by (12), sets the magnitude of the
VSC output voltage as a function of the reactive power output

. (14) gives the relation between the voltage magnitude
of VSC 1 and the output reactive power

(14)

The block diagram of Fig. 4 represents a large-signal model
of the reactive power control and it may be synthesized from
(12) and (14). In the diagram, the VSC output voltage magni-
tude serves as a control input to the nonlinear plant, which
also receives the load bus voltage magnitude as an input,
and generates the output reactive power . The steady-state
solution of the large-signal reactive power control satisfies both
(12) and (14) and is given by

(15)

Fig. 5. Small-signal representation of the reactive power control with
conventional voltage droop mechanism.

where

(16)

(17)

Solution (15) is nonlinear and depends on not only droop con-
trol parameters and but also on plant parameters ( ,

, ) as well as the phase angle , which is under the con-
trol of the real power sharing scheme.

To study the system further, a small-signal model is synthe-
sized by linearizing (12) and (14) at an operating point , ,

, , and to yield

(18)

(19)

where

(20)

(21)

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram representing the small-signal
model. By deriving the closed-loop transfer functions relating
the output to inputs and , a linearized ex-
pression for is obtained

(22)
It can be seen that the small-signal voltage reference

in (22) can serve as a local reference signal while the disturbance
can be considered a remote reference signal. However,

(22) is not plant independent since the coefficients and
are functions of the VSC output interface reactance, the lin-
earization point, and .

C. Objectives for New Real Power Sharing Scheme

The new real power-sharing scheme must have a control pa-
rameter that specifies the closed-loop dynamics but does not in-
fluence steady-state frequency regulation and other performance
metrics.

D. Objectives for New Reactive Power Sharing Scheme

The steady-state solution of the large-signal real power con-
trol in (5) is a linear combination of local and remote reference
signals with network-independent coefficients. In contrast, the
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Fig. 6. Large-signal representation of the proposed real power control.

steady-state solution of the large-signal reactive power control,
given by (15), is not a linear function of two reference signals.

Like the small-signal real power, the small-signal reactive
power is a linear function of two reference signals. However,
it is dependent on the phase angle , which is under the control
of the real power-sharing scheme. Hence, it can be said that the
reactive power control cannot operate independently of the real
power control.

The above observations lead to the following broad control
objectives that the proposed reactive power sharing scheme
must meet.

1) The steady-state solution must be a linear function of a
local reference signal and a remote reference signal.

2) The coefficient(s) in this expression for steady-state reac-
tive power should be independent of network parameters.

3) There should be a control parameter that specifies the
closed-loop dynamics but does not influence steady-state
voltage regulation, reactive current sharing, or other per-
formance metrics.

IV. THE PROPOSED REAL POWER-SHARING SCHEME

T his section describes a modified real power sharing scheme
for VSC applications. Simulations results are also provided to
demonstrate its performance.

A. Description

In the conventional frequency droop control of generators
with speed governors, an integral relation exists between the
angular frequency and phase angle . This is imposed
by the physical relation between a generator’s speed and its
rotor position. No such relation need exist in a VSC-controlled
source, though it is typically convenient to emulate such a rela-
tion through control action.

Just like the conventional frequency droop power control, the
proposed VSC control of Fig. 6 calculates the desired angular
frequency according to the control law cited in (1). How-
ever, instead of specifying a reference frequency for the
inherent generator dynamics to integrate with a fixed integrator
gain of unity, as shown in Fig. 2, this scheme directly specifies
the phase angle using

(23)

Indeed, (23) is an integral controller that regulates
to track the angular frequency reference . As before, the
output of the nonlinear plant depends on the difference

TABLE I
PLANT PARAMETERS FOR ALL OF THE SIMULATION CASES

TABLE II
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS FOR THE BASE CASE

between and as per (4). Moreover, the steady-state
solution for this real power control is identical to (5).

The small-signal dynamics are obtained by linearizing equa-
tions (1), (4), and (23) and the small-signal real power is

(24)

It follows from (24) that the eigenvalue of the linearized
closed-loop system is

(25)

The above equation shows that the closed-loop system re-
sponse now depends on the product of the frequency droop co-
efficient and the integral gain . Thus, the proposed
structure allows the real power control of the VSC to achieve the
desired speed of response by varying without compro-
mising frequency regulation(set by ). Since direct manipu-
lation of the phase angle is not possible for generators with
conventional speed governors, the proposed real power control
is applicable to VSCs only.

Equation (25) also implies that the system is small-signal
stable for all operating points at which is between

90 degrees if and are positive and dynamic coupling
between the real and reactive power controls is neglected.

B. Simulation

Simulation of the circuit depicted in Fig. 1 is employed to
demonstrate large-signal stability and steady-state performance
of the proposed real power-sharing scheme. The plant parame-
ters are listed in Table I whereas Table II specifies some relevant
controller parameters. The large-signal models of the two VSCs
and the real power control are simulated in Simulink. For con-
venience, the two VSCs are chosen to have equal kVA ratings,
although the interface reactors differ.

One benchmark parameter for evaluating performance is the
settling time, which in this case is defined as the time it takes
for the real power output to converge within 0.2% of the rated
output. The other parameter is the circulating power in steady
state, which is defined as the difference between the real power
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Fig. 7. Dynamic response of the real power control.

TABLE III
EFFECT OF DROOP COEFFICIENT ON SETTLING TIME (K = 1)

TABLE IV
EFFECT OF INTEGRATOR GAIN ON SETTLING TIME (D = 0:018 rad=s=kW)

delivered by the two VSCs. Fig. 7 shows the results of simu-
lating the large-signal models of the two VSCs in Fig. 1 as-
suming that they are initially generating unequal powers. It can
be seen that there is no circulating real power in steady state and
that the settling time is 2.55 s. The load bus frequency, which is
designed to be exactly 60 Hz at half load, rises as the load is
only 30% of the combined VSC rating.

As the VSCs cannot measure locally when the line im-
pedances are included in the model, they use the angular fre-
quencies at the points of common coupling ( and ) as
the feedback signals to compute the output voltage phase angles
as per (23). However, (5) remains valid and the VSCs share real
power because both and are equal to in steady
state.

The simulation is repeated with a number of different fre-
quency droop coefficients and integrator gains to
study the effect of these parameters on the speed of response
and load-sharing accuracy. Table III presents the results of a set
of simulations in which the integrator gain is fixed at 1 and the
droop coefficient is varied. The case is also simulated with dif-
ferent integrator gains while fixing the droop coefficient at 0.018
rad/s/kW. The results are shown in Table IV.

The results in Tables III and IV show that there is no circu-
lating real power between the two VSCs in steady state and that
the speed of convergence depends on the product of the droop
coefficient and the integrator gain as anticipated.

Fig. 8. Large-signal representation of the proposed reactive power control.

Thus, the procedure for tuning the real power control loops of
a group of parallel VSCs for optimal speed of response without
compromising the frequency regulation is as follows.

1) Determine the desired speed of response. While, it should
be faster than the slowest acceptable speed of response,
the control loop should not be faster than the dynamics of
the power source or any underlying converter controls.

2) Fix the droop coefficient to meet the frequency reg-
ulation requirement.

3) Vary the integrator gain to achieve desired system
response, as specified in step 1.

V. PROPOSED REACTIVE POWER-SHARING SCHEME

This section proposes a reactive power-sharing scheme that
shares a common reactive load regardless of plant parameters.

A. Description

The block diagram of Fig. 8 is the large-signal model of the
proposed reactive power control. As in the conventional voltage
droop scheme, the VSC output voltage magnitude serves
as a control input to the nonlinear plant, which also receives
the load bus voltage magnitude as an input, and gen-
erates the output . However, the control input in the
proposed scheme is generated by an integral controller that reg-
ulates to track a reference . The reference is drooped
against the reactive power output . These control laws can be
stated mathematically as

(26)

(27)

This scheme shows resemblance to the high side-voltage con-
trol in some large power plants [6]. Assuming stability, the input
to the integrator will be zero when the system reaches steady
state. Thus, equating to in (27) yields the steady-state
reactive power relation

(28)

It can be noted that is now a linear function of a local
reference signal, namely , and a remote reference signal,

. The steady-state gain is the reciprocal of , which is
a control parameter. Network parameters, such as the interface
reactance, no longer influence steady-state reactive power flow.

When employing the proposed reactive power sharing
scheme to control the two VSCs in Fig. 1, is given by
(28) and the expression for is given by (29). Provided that
the local references ( and ) are identical, the droop
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Fig. 9. Small-signal representation of the proposed reactive power control.

coefficients determine the reactive load distribution between
the two VSCs according to (30)

(29)

(30)

In order to study the dynamics of the system, a small-signal
model is synthesized by linearizing (26) and (27) at an operating
point , , , , and to yield

(31)

(32)

The linearized plant model given by (19) remains valid. Fig. 9
shows a block diagram representing the complete small-signal
model with controller. The closed-loop transfer function relating
the output to and in the block diagram is
given by (33)

(33)

The above equation shows that the closed-loop eigenvalue of
the linearized system is

(34)

Equation (34) shows that the eigenvalue of the closed-loop
system depends on the product of and , which alone
influences the steady-state voltage regulation. Having as a
control parameter allows the reactive power control to achieve
the desired dynamics without affecting voltage regulation.

It also follows from (34) that the system with positive values
of and is small-signal stable for all operating points
at which is less than twice the value
of ; this is always the case for power systems under normal
operation. This statement is valid if dynamic coupling between
the P and Q controls is neglected.

B. Simulation Neglecting Line Impedance

This simulation study is to demonstrate large-signal stability
and steady-state performance of the proposed reactive power-
sharing scheme when the line impedances are negligible com-
pared to the VSC interface reactances. The same simulation case
of Fig. 1 is employed and relevant controller parameters are in-
cluded in Table V. The large-signal model of the two VSCs and
the reactive power control is simulated in Simulink.

TABLE V
PARAMETERS FOR THE BASE CASE

Fig. 10. Dynamic response of the reactive power control.

TABLE VI
EFFECT OF DROOP COEFFICIENT ON SETTLING TIME (K = 10)

TABLE VII
EFFECT OF INTEGRATOR GAIN ON SETTLING TIME (D = 0:1 V=kVAr)

Fig. 10 shows the simulation results. It can be seen that there
is no circulating reactive power in steady state. The time for the
reactive powers to settle within 0.2% of rated output is 5.22 s.
The load bus voltage, which is designed to be exactly 110 V
at half load, drops to 110.17 V as the load is 15.64% of the
combined VSC rating.

The simulation is repeated with a number of different voltage
droop coefficients and integrator gains to study the
effect of these parameters on the speed of response and load-
sharing accuracy. Table VI presents the results of a set of simu-
lations in which the integrator gain is fixed at 10 and the droop
coefficient is varied. The case is also simulated with different in-
tegrator gains while fixing the droop coefficient at 0.1 V/kVAr.
The results are shown in Table VII.

The results in Tables VI and VII show that, despite mis-
matched VSC interface reactances, there is no circulating
reactive power between the two VSCs in steady state and that
the speed of convergence depends on the product of the droop
coefficient and the integrator gain.
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TABLE VIII
EFFECT OF DROOP COEFFICIENT ON SETTLING TIME (K = 10)

TABLE IX
EFFECT OF INTEGRATOR GAIN ON SETTLING TIME (D = 0:1 V=kVAr)

C. Simulation With Line Impedances

While the proposed reactive power sharing is immune to mis-
matched VSC interface reactance values, it does not compensate
for line impedance mismatches. However, the circulating reac-
tive power will remain insignificant if the line impedances are
small compared to the output impedances of the VSCs. The aim
of this simulation case is to study the effect of the voltage droop
coefficient and the integrator gain on the amount of circulating
reactive power in steady state. In order to do so, the line imped-
ances shown in Fig. 1 are now included in the simulation. The
values of and are j0.002 26 and j0.003 39 , re-
spectively. Other circuit and control parameters remain as they
are in the simulation case of the previous subsection.

As previously, the simulation is repeated with a number of
different voltage droop coefficients and integrator gains

to study the effect of these parameters on the load-sharing
accuracy. Results are summarized in Tables VIII and IX.

The presence of the steady-state circulating reactive power
may be explained as follows. With the line impedances included,
the VSCs cannot measure locally, and therefore use the
voltages at the points of common coupling ( and ) as
the feedback signals to compute the output voltage magnitudes
as per (26). Since , , and are not equal in steady
state, the two VSCs do not have a common remote reference
signal to ensure that they share the common reactive load.

The results also show that the integrator gain has no influence
on the steady-state circulating reactive power in the network.
The only control parameter that influences circulating reactive
power is the voltage droop coefficient. Having a high droop co-
efficient, and hence compromising voltage regulation, results in
lower circulating power. Thus, when tuning the reactive power
control, selecting the voltage droop is a tradeoff between the
load-sharing accuracy and voltage regulation.

The procedure for tuning the reactive power control loops of
a group of parallel VSCs for optimal speed of response in the
presence of significant line impedance is as follows.

1) Determine the desired speed of response. While, it should
be faster than the slowest acceptable speed of response,
the control loop should be significantly slower than any
underlying voltage controls.

2) Determine the allowable circulating reactive power.
3) Fix the droop coefficient to meet both the voltage

regulation and circulating power requirements. Note that
increasing the VSC interface reactor size or adjusting the

values of and would also reduce the circulating
reactive power.

4) Vary the integrator gain to achieve the desired
system response, as specified in step 1.

VI. EFFECT OF REAL AND REACTIVE POWER CONTROL

CROSS-COUPLING ON STABILITY

The simplified eigenvalue analyzes in Sections IV and V are
adequate for computing speeds of response of the real and reac-
tive power controls. However, they provide an overly optimistic
range for stability as they neglect dynamic coupling between the
two controls.

Even assuming a stiff load bus with and
, the dependence of on and on must be

taken into account. and are given by

(35)

(36)

where

(37)

(38)

Equations (35) and (36) replace (8) and (19) if cross-coupling
is to be considered. For typical operating conditions,

and , implying weak coupling between the real
and reactive power controls. The dynamics of the coupled real
and reactive power controls are given by

(39)
It can be demonstrated that the closed-loop eigenvalues are

negative if the system satisfies the nonlinear inequality:

(40)

The analytic solution of (40) is

(41)

Consequently, the range of phase angle for stable operation
depends on the ratio of the magnitude of the VSC output voltage
to that of the load bus voltage. When the ratio is 1, the system
is small-signal stable for all operating points at which

is between 60 . Increasing the ratio by 15% adds 8.4
degrees to the stable operating range while reducing it by 15%
shrinks the range by 12 . Thus it may be concluded that the
cross-coupling reduces the range of stable operation.

This stability analysis investigates the dynamic interaction of
the real and reactive controls of a single converter where this
lone converter has a negligible effect on the bus voltage. This
would be the case if the load is supplied by many converters.
If the VSC under study has a large influence on the load bus
voltage, then a complete eigenvalue analysis of the entire system
including the load is required.

This is seen as outside the scope of this paper since such an
analysis is invariably load specific.
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TABLE X
CONTROLLER PARAMETERS FOR THE EMTDC SIMULATION

Fig. 11. Dynamic response of the real and reactive power control.

VII. VSC CIRCUIT SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The VSCs of Fig. 1 are simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC, a time
domain circuit simulation tool for power systems. It demon-
strates the large-signal stability and steady-state performance of
the proposed real and reactive power controllers on two VSCs
when both controllers operate simultaneously. It also demon-
strates the compatibility of these controllers to the underlying
voltage controllers of the VSCs.

For each VSC, its real power control sets the desired angle of
the output voltage whereas the reactive power control sets the
desired voltage magnitude. These control signals, generated by
the power sharing controllers, serve as reference signals for a
current regulated voltage controller. The controller takes advan-
tage of an LC filter network at the VSC output and is capable
of tracking the magnitude and angle references independently.
This PSCAD/EMTDC simulation case includes the voltage con-
trollers, though they will not be described here.

Both the real and reactive power controls are activated simul-
taneously in this simulation. The control parameters and the ini-
tial values of the output voltage magnitudes and phase angles are
given in Table X. The effect of line impedances is neglected.

The real and reactive power outputs of the two VSCs in the
model are plotted against time in Fig. 11. Initially, the voltages

of the VSCs are tracking constant magnitude and angle refer-
ences and they are not sharing load. The load-sharing controllers
are activated at and the real and reactive power
outputs of the two VSCs converge gradually. The settling time
for the real power control is 2.55 and that for the reactive power
control is 5.22 s.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on an improvement to the conventional
frequency droop scheme for real power sharing and the devel-
opment of a new reactive power-sharing scheme. The improved
frequency droop scheme computes and sets the phase angle of
the VSC instead of its frequency. This allows the operator to
tune the real power sharing controller to achieve desired system
response without compromising frequency regulation.

The proposed reactive power sharing scheme introduces inte-
gral control of the load bus voltage, combined with a reference
that is drooped against reactive power output. This causes two
VSCs on a common load bus to share the reactive load exactly
in the presence of mismatched interface inductors if the line im-
pedances are much smaller than the interface reactors. Thus, re-
active power sharing is achieved without control interconnec-
tions or injecting control signals into the power lines. Moreover,
in the proposed reactive power control, the integrator gain can
be varied to achieve the desired speed of response without af-
fecting voltage regulation.
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